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The author wishes to make the following corrections to
the above paper:
Eqn. 2 should read:
V x V x E^r) -kill- E^r) = 0
Eqn. 3 should read:
V • E&) # 0
Eqn. 13 should read:
V x V x E2(r)-kle2-E2(r) = 0
Eqn. 21 should read:
p x (V x Et(r)) = P x (V x E2(r)) p = a
Eqn. 30 should read:












In the second un-numbered eqn. of Section 4,
should read:
In Fig. 5, the caption should read:
Dispersion curves for HEli mode of a guide having iso-
tropic cladding with e2 = 1.451and gyroelectric core ...
The equation between eqns. 37 and 39 in the Appendix
should be numbered as eqn. 38.
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